Powers of Onement 2022
Passion - Body
Joy - Heart
Ecstasy - Spirit
All Three are necessary for Onement
Masters discovered this....will you?

Mercrianna - Mercury
Clarity of Spirit and of Mind,
Words you will always find,
that bring forth the manifest you desire,
no longer left in the murky mire.
Stay well within the Temple of Being
You will hear and know what you are Seeing:
—Sweet Mystery
Viva Voce defines it all
Nothing unmanifest when you call
on the name of the Living Word
That Defines All!
Don’t hide in false truth or paradigms of old,
nor false stories repeatedly told.
You are the magick of what is to be.
Use your thoughts, words, and visions to see
what you will call:
—Sweet Mystery!
Excerpt from: Sweet Mystery Revealed
The Faces of WomanSpirit, by Katherine Bell, PhD, DD
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A New Moon is always refreshing. We start venturously and are
able to instigate a fresh process. Hawthorn begins on May 30th at 6:30:15
a.m. Central Daylight Time. The Sun will be up in my neighborhood. I
love early morning sunshine. Hawthorn reminds me to enjoy the flowers
of the season and the opportunities before me, for many are being
revealed. It is my time to ride my stationary bike, look out the window
and watch birds challenge their lovers, or a different species coming into
their territory. Soft winds tussles the leaves of our Oak Tree and the
shrubs at our back wall. Traffic is light, but movement of those awake is
surely occurring. Walkers, runners, and absolute joggers are on the move.
Are you?
Hawthorn is an energetic mover. Whether it be our bodies, minds,
emotions, or spirit. Multiple layers of ourselves are truly activated with
the Hawthorn energy. We can dart around and yet staying focused will certainly be a bit tough.
Shall we study or play? Be serious or toss up everything and be frivolous? Does it matter or not?
During Hawthorn’s time, we want to be aware of how we are utilizing opportunities and not
try to use our old construction of thoughts, emotions, and actions. For if we do, we just keep cycling
the old realities. Now is our time to come out of old patterns and into the new Light. Sometimes
to break the streak of old constructions we may need to dart about, play for a day, and be frivolous.
However, if we find our selves in an old construct of routine thinking, emoting, and acting...then
we need to change up! If we are aware, we will know if it is to play or to be dedicated to a particular
focus.
Of course, Hawthorn reminds us that we have a choice. But first, we need to look at what
we are choosing and what is available to help us chose. Then we are called to make a choice and act
upon it.

Choice is not Painful — Resistance to Choice is Painful

When looking at the Hawthorn picture we can see it is full! It has a treasure box. It has a
healing crystal pyramid. A crystal ball is offered. A grail cup for us to gain soul inspiration and
insights is provided. We can choose to ride a Horse into the realm of spirit, or smell the flowers and
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pause for a moment of enjoyment. A Hawk reminds us to keep paying attention, as well as the many
eyes that encircle the tree that remind us to seek guidance and truth. A billy goat reminds us to be
kid-like and not get so serious that we aren’t open for inspiration provided by our higher mind. We
have a choice to chose one or more of the items before us. What more do you see and what does that
item(s) provide you in the power of choosing what can guide you throughout this month of
Hawthorn?
What is the rhythm you find you use when you are about to create something? Do you make
a choice to create it? Do you have a process you use? Do you find you have an old way that always
ends up with mental and emotional stories that create a sinking pit in you stomach and the manifest
drops into it the action of, “never to complete its potential?” Then truly this year, this day, this time
you have a quality of choosing to honor the power of moving into a more positive
direction....because you choose to do just that. Because! Just because you know you have the
wisdom to create, and you have the inner know-how to bring about new realities anytime you put
your Spirit, Heart, and Embodiment into full harmony.
I would like to use a few statements from master-minds throughout this letter. May they call
all of us to turn the direction of our thinking and emoting whenever we are stuck and frustrated.
Throughout this lunar cycle it is important we make note regarding how we are using an old pattern
of choices because we thought it would be the best way! Or, if the resistance to choosing has
become stronger than the choice presented now, time to change. We truly have been taught so many
ways for creating and manifesting. Some ingredients work and some may not. Some we may not
have fully understood and didn’t truly get them into the mix of our creations to fulfill an outcome.
We keep turning in circles trying to use the same thoughts, emotions, and even affirmations.
Hawthorn reminds us we can choose to change the mixture.
Let me use the Master Jesus Christ. We know there are a couple of stories where he came
to his disciples who were fishing and aided them to capture more than enough fish. There is a
profound story of the final time he came to them after they had fished all night and caught nothing.
They had fished as they always did with their nets on the left side of the boat. However, after a long
night of their usual fishing, their nets were empty. He gave them guidance to cast their nets on the
right side of the boat. He did have to repeat it as their minds were stuck on “no fish are here in the
Sea of Galilee.” Finally, when they cast their nets on the other side. Their nets became exceedingly
full. So, do we need to cast our nets in a new direction to fulfill creative desires, choices we need
to make, and plans to create? Do we need to accept an inspiration to move in another direction?
This story is a call to pay attention to how we are using our patterns of choice...are they old
patterns and we need a new pattern? Are we still believing we are not empowered by our Divine
Self? Change it up. We are! Seek to know that truth. Create from that reality.
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Wayne Dyer left us with a quote:

“You are not stuck where you are unless you decide to be!”
Yes! We need to, perhaps crystalize, the truth of what is the core within us...the Divine Self
and know we are the Choice and we can Decide to Use that Powerful Essence of our Beingness to
create what is inspiring us right now. Perhaps we need to recall what Lao Tzu taught and change our
thoughts, words, actions, habits, and character to form the destiny we really want:

Let’ allow our thoughts to be creative, our words to announce the
creation, our actions to build the creation, and our habits to substantiate
the creation. This reveals our character as a Creator and thus the manifest
destiny: We are fully aware that we are the Creator Creating and we are
the practitioner of that reality! We announce it profoundly in all we do.
Mercrianna is the active mover of this power of choice we
strongly align with during the lunar month of Hawthorn. Mental
vibration is surely known in this field of energy. However, in the
mystical wisdom of Qabalah, there is also the alignment with the Law of
Expression and the Viva Voce....the Divine Voice exclaiming What Is To
Be! The Power of Light now Sound!
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This field of energy can be a wispy mental reality, flitting about and wandering in far fields.
Are they fields of a journey to capture insights from the Greater Mind or are they fields of drifting
where the lack of the right use of our mind leaves us floating in mental disarray?

If you change the way you look at things, the things you look at
change. --- Wayne Dyer.

This quote from Wayne Dyer is so apropos of Mercrianna. Her face is the only one noted
in the Faces of WomanSpirit deck as turned and in apparent motion. This provides the wisdom of
the power to change our mind and look at the many ways we can capture the wisdom of the Greater
Mind, the inspiration of the thoughts we need to inspire our joy and activate our passion.
Oh, yes, that turning head can also represent how we turn away from the insight and convince
ourselves we are unable to do what we want. However, it can indicate what we hear from our inner
temple calling on us to undertake, make a change, or create our reality in a small or large way.
Listen within to the higher thoughts.

Buddha offered: “All that we are is the result of what we have
thought...”
We are thoughts, we are words, we are the outcomes of our thoughts and words that become
our emotions, and thus what we create. If we don’t like what we see around us, we are the power
of change what we have created.

We Are The Power Of Change!
What stops us from believing that? We look outside ourselves. We believe we are stuck.
We let the “everything, and everyone else” that is happening outside ourselves dictate who we are
and what we can do. We believe it so thoroughly we also believe we have no choice. We believe
we cannot change and that nothing around us will truly change for the good or meet our needs.
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Mercrianna reminds us to turn our heads, come out of the bushes (our hiding places), and
draw forth the energy of our wholeness from the realms we think we don’t access. Yet, we can
Access our Divine Essence and create from it. Mind clear and focused. Heart fully knowing.
Earthly self undaunted!
And when we feel daunted, what then? Stop, Pause, and Allow! Bend our heads to our heart
and bring our right hand to our left hand. Breath softly and deeply. Follow the air we are breathing
from our nose to our lungs and let it circulate throughout our body. Breathing deeply and softly once
more now we simply follow our breath. As we drop our head to our heart we have brought our Yang
energy to our Yin energy. When we Bring our hands together, we have also brought our Yang
energy to our Yin energy. In balance, we are circulating the power of our True Self. In these few
moments we have instantly made a change. When we are quiet for a while......a New Choice may
Surface to our conscious mind.
Mercrianna and Hawthorn bring us to the power of mindfulness where clear choices can be
made. Small or large, choices made always make a difference. They give us joy, release from the
inner jailer of unknown, or even known, constraints. The power of choice moves us away from the
fear of what may be lost or what we cannot decide is a possible gain. It is what will be and we are
free from the shackles of concerns or deep fears. We enter the realm of the Creator Creating and
every action provides the quality of “Possibility, Probability, and Plainly recognizable.”

Celtic Infinity Knot - All Possibilities
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Using the Power of Symbols!
It is time to use the power of symbols to scintillate our three states of consciousness. Do
bring out your deck of cards, The Faces of WomanSpirit, A Celtic Oracle of Avalon. Shuffle them
and release the energy of the past. Bless them and shuffle again to call forth the very intention you
hold within your field of Passion, Joy, and Ecstasy. Then pause in union with body, heart, and mind
where you only find the Oneness of True Spirit. Finally, review the questions below and draw a card
for each question without turning any card over until all are pulled. Then turn them and review what
your inner self brings to cognitive consciousness that will aid unification. Be blessed by your
reading. Awen!
1)

Are you adventurous as the Hawthorn Moon Energy moves into and through her
cycles? (If upright - yes; if reversed - no)

2)

What opportunities may be presented to you?

3)

Are you resisting change? (If upright - yes; if reversed - no)

4)

What guidance is the Viva Voce providing?

5)

How will you cast your net in a new direction to capture your stream of
manifestations?

May the gift of choices be a blessing of joy. May you use your power of discernment to
choose with clarity and purpose. May you live with the dance of creative Passion, Joy, and Ecstasy
as you cycle through the month of Hawthorn.

Love and Warm Blessings,
Katherine
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Powers of Onement 2022
Passion - Body
Joy - Heart
Ecstasy - Spirit
All Three are necessary for Onement

Master’s discovered this....are you?

~ Phases of Hawthorn~
New Moon - May 30 6:30:15 a.m. CDT
Crescent Moon - Jun 3
First Quarter Moon - Jun 6
Gibbous Moon - Jun 10
Full Moon - Jun 14 CDT - 6:51:44 a.m. (Strawberry Moon)
Disseminating Moon - Jun - 18
Last Quarter - Jun 22
Balsamic Moon - June 25

New Moon of Oak - June 28 9:52:15 pm CDT
Please know these are not exact dates, but very close.
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